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Raleigh Surgeon Offers Deep Savings on LASIK and PRK as a Thank You to
Military, Police and Fire Personnel

Raleigh Eye Center, a well-known leader in laser vision correction, is offering a significant
discount on LASIK and PRK for a limited time as a thank you for the dedication put forth by
our military, police and fire personnel. These hazardous fields require clear vision unimpeded
by glasses, which can break or contact lenses, which can be lost in action.

Raleigh, NC (PRWEB) May 11, 2010 -- Raleigh Eye Center, a well-known leader in laser vision correction, is
offering a significant discount on LASIK and PRK for a limited time as a thank you for the dedication put forth
by our military, police and fire personnel. These hazardous fields require clear vision unimpeded by glasses,
which can break or contact lenses, which can be lost in action.

“After getting Lasik with Dr. Kiley my vision has improved greatly. I feel safer in my career as a law
enforcement officer and feel as if I can perform the job better” says Philip Matthews, Raleigh Eye Center
patient. Charlie Matthews agrees, “As a law enforcement officer my vision was of the utmost importance.
Before LASIK I felt unsafe performing my job. Now after LASIK I can see better than ever. Dr. Kiley and his
staff were amazing and I am so grateful. LASIK was the best decision of my life.”

Brandon Freese of the US Navy is especially grateful for his new vision, “Being a U.S. Navy Seabee, LASIK
has helped me tremendously, especially down range. The care and kindness of Dr. Kiley and his staff made me
feel right at ease.”

Dr. Kiley is a surgeon who believes in his patients. “These men and women put their lives in dangers way each
and every day. Clear vision is vital to their success. I want to do what I can to help with that” says James Kiley,
M.D., co-founder and refractive surgeon at Raleigh Eye Center.

James Kiley, M.D., is available for interviews. For more information, visit the Raleigh Eye Center online at
http://www.raleigheyecenter.com/eye-care/refractiveSurgery/ or call (800) 596-0384.

The Raleigh Eye Center has been improving the vision of triangle area residents for over 30 years. With a
reputation for providing quality, comprehensive eye care, the Raleigh Eye Center offers a full range of services
from routine eye care to refractive, cataract and glaucoma surgery. For more information, call (800) 596-0384
or online at www.raleigheyecenter.com.
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Contact Information
Melanie Herron
MindStream Creative, Inc.
http://www.mindstreamcreative.com
(919) 449-6591

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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